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Liberalism as a political ideology and a philosophical doctrine has cham-

pioned individual autonomy, social and political equality, and democratic

and inclusive political institutions. Consequently, liberalism is known for

its commitment to tolerance and value pluralism. Yet liberalism has been critiqued

for being insensitive to claims of culture. Indeed, an attitude of benign neglect

toward diversity was once quite common among liberals, as was a general lack

of interest in global concerns. Worse yet, according to some critics the liberal tra-

dition—in spite of its purported liberating mission of autonomy and self-

determination (quintessential democratic values)—has provided the rationale

for imperialism rooted in the liberal assumptions about reason and historical pro-

gress. Though these ironies are a clear source of embarrassment for today’s lib-

erals, liberalism still displays an uneasy commitment to pluralism. Liberals today

are more challenged than ever to look at the dynamics of diversity both at home

and abroad.

Central to liberalism’s predicament concerning claims of culture is the dilemma

of remaining steadfast to its “thick” liberal principles (and thereby alienating various

groups and cultures) or compromising its substance to make itself available to a

wide range of diverse communities. To stay viable as a political ideology, liberalism

needs to show that it can remain true to its universal norms while being responsive

to cultural complexities and differences—both within a pluralistic liberal democracy

and in the globalized world. In this essay I claim that liberalism can indeed be both

substantive and negotiable as it faces the increasingly vocal challenges of diversity. I
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will show that the task for liberalism in bridging the liberalism/illiberalism divide

lies in locating a false conundrum within liberalism itself.

The core liberal value is the autonomy and dignity of the individual, which

prompts liberalism to promote human rights. The just path toward human rights

demands equality, neutrality, and fairness, which form the core of liberal justice.

But on both fronts—rights and justice—liberalism faces roadblocks because both

these ideas are highly contested in a diverse world. With reference to human

rights, liberalism needs to navigate beyond the two extremes of “timeless univers-

alism” and “die-hard relativism” so that rights talk does not end up being either

empty rhetoric or hopelessly arbitrary. On the justice front, liberalism needs to

respond to the concern of multicultural and democratic theorists that the liberal

commitment to justice creates its own exclusions and injustices. These theorists

have pointed out that despite the seeming commitment to equality and imparti-

ality, liberalism’s idea of what counts as reasonable has a liberal tilt at the outset

of the debate. For them, liberalism needs to recognize illiberal groups’ reasons on

their own terms; otherwise, they contend, the liberal concept of public reason

between reasonable parties is a hollow idea.

Liberal theorists construe the idea of democratic legitimacy in terms of egalitar-

ian justice, yet the democratic ideal of autonomy and self-rule need not yield to

such justice. Tensions between group rights and individual rights often pose a

dilemma of conflicting equalities for liberalism. Because both rights are in a con-

tinual state of flux and readjustment due to the shifting forces of globalization, it

has become increasingly difficult for liberalism to work out an appropriate balance

between them. Liberal theorists have argued that an impartial liberal theory need

not be incompatible with distinct principles of affirmative equality with regard to

illiberal groups—within reason, of course. They point out, for instance, that

granting schoolgirls the right to wear the hijab would fall within this threshold

of reason. For them, the French ban on symbols of difference, such as wearing

the hijab in public schools, is a misguided attempt toward liberal neutrality.

What would fall below this threshold? Consider the following case. In a contro-

versial decision in , a German judge cited the Koran in turning down a

German Muslim woman’s request for a speedy divorce on the ground that her

husband routinely beat her. In a ruling that highlighted the tension between

Muslim customs and secular European laws, the judge, Christa Datz-Winter,

argued that the couple emigrated from a Moroccan Muslim culture where it

was not uncommon for husbands to beat their wives and that there were passages
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in the Koran that supported this behavior. A higher court in Frankfurt promptly

removed Judge Datz-Winter from the case, saying it could not support her ruling.

Deciding on these two cases—one relatively unproblematic and the other quite

extreme—may seem easy, but sorting out where to draw the line is complicated.

The liberal idea of affirmative equality of certain illiberal cultural practices implies

that a liberal society can build a common ground based on shared recognition of

the importance of group and cultural identities. If a group’s policies and practices

do not violate the very core of fundamental human rights, then those arrange-

ments should be tolerated out of respect for cultural and group autonomy, though

these practices can be targeted in critical public discourse (which may eventually

bring changes to those customs). Some theorists have stipulated a variety of cul-

tural, social, historical, and other considerations that may often be unique to the

groups concerned to serve as the backdrop for deciding the extent to which any of

these rights may be considered fundamental. In other words, they have tried to

work out a balanced account of what may legitimately be construed as a violation

of core rights, consistent with a broad latitude accorded to the groups in question.

Religious fundamentalists, theocrats, and other critics of mainstream liberalism

would not find this attempt to negotiate a middle path satisfactory. They would

say that there is no middle ground for individuals or groups whose identity is

shaped by deep religious or cultural convictions—for them, the liberal attempt

at moderation is an infringement on their identity. Some would also say that illib-

eral groups may legitimately wonder who gets to delineate the dividing line

between the core group of rights and the dispensable ones. Finally, nonliberal

critics may remind liberals that the project of privileging justice is also the goal

of illiberal communities. For the latter group, however, justice is understood on

their terms, not on those of the liberals. For instance, a benevolent theocracy

would be an example of a just society for certain religious fundamentalists. So,

on all these counts, critics would contend that from a neutral point of view the

liberal and illiberal groups stand on an equal footing of political legitimacy.

Thus, they would argue, in spite of its professed pluralism, liberalism grants

only superficial concessions to the claims of religion and culture, such as the

right to wear the hijab in the classroom.

Liberal theorists have long been grappling with these challenges without much

success. But in today’s world the global and the local interweave, and this has

offered liberalism a new set of opportunities on both fronts. The gradual redefini-

tion of national sovereignty due to the forces of an aggressive global economy and
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the emergence of a global human-rights culture is increasingly calling into ques-

tion the moral relevance of a rigidly construed national and cultural autonomy.

This is a promising trend for liberalism, because a globalized world with fewer cul-

tural barriers provides more traction for universal liberal norms. Increased

exposure and interaction between cultures is making it difficult for groups to

remain insular and unaffected by evolving mandates of human rights. Thus,

though globalization has been a mixed blessing for human rights, it offers an

opportunity for the world to come closer together through various cross-border

constellations of contact, communication, and participation. If the viability of

human rights depends to a large extent on whether they can withstand unob-

structed public scrutiny, then the worldwide reach of public deliberation in the

era of globalization should be a mitigating force against the random suppression

of rights. Any undue restriction of rights in the name of local culture or religion

would be difficult to sustain in a globally vigilant and interconnected world.

Today’s human rights theorists emphasize and appreciate the vitality of cross-

cultural discourse concerning these rights. In fact, recent studies suggest that the

claim that there are incommensurable differences across cultures and groups on

issues of rights is overblown. In addition, leading liberal theorists do not take illib-

eral communities to be uniformly insular and homogeneous. They note the hetero-

geneity of religious and cultural communities that are mistakenly treated as

unvaryingly committed to restrictive views. Accordingly, they are hopeful that the

universal mandate of human rights will trump the claims of culture or religion

where oppressive practices are concerned. Indeed, given the fluidity and contestabil-

ity of culture and identity, liberal theorists emphasize the need for multicultural dia-

logue at the grassroots level in mediating the conflicts of cultural claims.

For instance, many Muslims were themselves offended by the ruling of the

aforementioned German judge because they did not want to be viewed as the

“other.” Yet, taking pride in their culture and identity, they were just as offended

by what they characterized as the judge’s misinterpretation of a much-debated

passage in the Koran, because her ruling depended on an interpretation of that

passage embraced by fundamentalists but long rejected by mainstream

Muslims. Here we see a concrete validation of the deliberative democratic pro-

cess—a case where a group rejected the use of their culture (or religion) as a wedge

in their common quest for justice and human dignity.

This emerging trend of dialogue and deliberation as a means of negotiating

claims of culture both within and among groups has led to a broad view of
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democracy and democratic legitimacy. It has heightened the role of deliberative

democracy in addressing the issue of egalitarian representation in a pluralistic

society. Deliberative democracy puts great faith in a well-informed and motivated

citizenry, highlighting the need for access to information and education, as well as

the ability to participate meaningfully in the political process—including in the

liberalization of political institutions and in the creation of a supportive public

space for political debate. The important role of deliberative democracy in the

evolving global human rights culture is obvious. In fact, one noted proponent

of deliberative democracy, Seyla Benhabib, has suggested that transcultural con-

versations and activism across borders are forms of the global political practice

of human rights. So, on all these accounts, globalization has opened up a new

promise for liberalism in bridging the cultural divide.

The negative aspect of globalization, namely the problems in the formation of a

global public due mainly to the steady increase in the gap between the rich and the

poor, is addressed in the liberal theory of global justice—a new and promising

dimension of liberalism as it encounters the challenges of globalization. Within

the liberal front, there has been a divide between the liberal nationalists and the

globalists on the question of human rights and justice. In justifying disparate stan-

dards of distributive justice for insiders and outsiders, liberal nationalists have

been hard pressed to respond to the demands of human rights and global impar-

tiality. On the other hand, liberal nationalists critique the global egalitarians for

being utopian in their quest for liberal justice in a world that lacks plausible insti-

tutional mechanisms for international enforcement. They also point out the bar-

riers of cultural autonomy and state sovereignty in promoting the liberal agenda.

Recent developments in the justice literature, however, have opened up new dimen-

sions for liberalism by reframing the debate and bridging the divide between liberal

nationalists and globalists. Amartya Sen’s work on global justice is a case in point.

The idea of a shared humanity is central to Sen’s concept of justice. For Sen, today’s

global interconnectedness needs an adequately expanded theory of global justice.

Sen questions the Rawlsian contractarian account of justice, wherein negotiating par-

ties are imagined to be equal, free, and independent. For Sen, the situation of people in

the real world is very different. Accordingly, in contrast to a Rawlsian “international

justice” that relies on partitioning the global population into distinct “peoples,” Sen

champions the idea of “global justice,” which for him means attending primarily to

the needs of individuals and not peoples (viewed as a political or cultural unit).

Indeed, Sen has been instrumental in drawing attention to the multiple identities of
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human beings, and he sees no reason why national, group, or cultural divisions should

have any automatic, and hence undue, priority over other categorizations.

In contrast to the Rawlsian paradigm of perfect justice in an ideal liberal society,

Sen’s idea of comparative justice in a diverse world underscores the futility of pur-

suing a perfectly just outcome; from an impartial perspective, it may be difficult to

identify one priority as more reasonable than another, due to the competing

demands of justice. For Sen, even if this pluralistic procedure cannot resolve all

competing claims at times, it makes public reasoning all the more important,

and therefore something to be celebrated rather than shunned.

Sen’s approach helps us understand that the narrow conundrum of statism ver-

sus globalism in the justice literature need not be an irreconcilable dilemma within

liberalism. If a pluralistic theory of justice for Sen has several dimensions, then

claims of groups and culture may indeed play their part in deciding on justice,

but they need not by themselves be decisive. Indeed, attention to claims of political

or cultural communities would be no different from taking note of other relevant

claims in responding to the comparative merits of available alternatives.

Accordingly, cultural or political divides should not be viewed as conflicting loyal-

ties, but rather as nested multiple loyalties. Claims of culture or allegiance to

specific political communities may sometimes compete with wider objects of loy-

alty, such as human rights or globalism, but multiple loyalties, like our plurality of

identities, is a challenge that we negotiate all the time.

For Sen, procedural equity is an important consideration in promoting justice,

as is enhancement of equality. Accordingly, in assessing the comparative merits of

available options, Sen’s theory of justice caters to both the fairness of the process

and the enhancement of freedom and opportunities. Sen is the original architect of

the capabilities approach, which states that since human rights are seen as rights to

certain specific freedoms, and since capabilities are actual indicators of human

functioning that help us understand what these freedoms are, the capabilities

agenda gives the rights discourse the substance it needs. The idea of capabilities

is especially helpful when people are situated differently and have different levels

of needs and expectations, which conforms more to lived reality than does the

ideal construction of human rights. Within the capabilities framework,

rights-claims are better understood as claims regarding the equal level of capabili-

ties that are required for functioning, rather than, for example, the equal right to

resources, which may turn out to be unequal in real terms.
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Sen’s construal of human rights as capabilities is a helpful device in ensuring

that the interests and needs of the affected parties are given due consideration

in the political process, thus connecting with people on issues that they themselves

value. Because the idea of capabilities is context- and culture-sensitive yet suffi-

ciently universal, public reason and political participation can be made more

inclusive by incorporating the capabilities agenda into rights talks. This would

give the discourse the necessary latitude without it becoming too thin or abstract.

It would also extend the scope of public reason to the frontiers of environmental

sustainability and the well-being of the planet, as these concerns directly relate to

the questions of human capabilities and functioning.

Sen’s great contribution to the culture and human rights debate, as well as to

the topic of justice, is that he has opened the way to bridging the divide between

the statists and the globalists by situating the arguments of liberalism in the real

world of diversity, need, vulnerabilities, and interdependence. He has shown that

the issue is not about how a liberal society should respond to illiberalism, but

about looking within liberalism itself and seeing how well it is able to confront

the issues of justice and injustice in the real world.

We can draw several conclusions from the foregoing discussion. First, cultural

disputes are often motivated by need- and interest-based disagreements, and

require political deliberation on vital issues of justice and equity that liberalism

must confront head-on. The liberal unease with accommodating pluralism is

due to liberalism’s distance from the real world of diversity and from the actual

issues of need, vulnerabilities, and oppression. This distance builds up stereotypes,

creating ignorance and fear of the “other.” So we need to focus on real-world jus-

tice by going beyond the narrow dichotomies of liberalism and illiberalism and

seeing the issues in strategic, political, and practical terms. This is how liberalism

can be freed from being boxed into a false conundrum. Demands of cultures and

claims of global justice, instead of posing an irreconcilable dilemma within liberal-

ism, should be viewed as a healthy challenge for a liberal theory of justice.

Liberalism’s challenge, then, is to see that cultural differences are not viewed as

divides both within and beyond national boundaries. Along these lines, Jorge

Valadez, a prominent multiculturalist critic of mainstream liberalism, claims

that our focus should be on the rectification of real-world injustices against eth-

nocultural groups, and not on any alleged “primordiality” of ethnocultural

group identity.
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In , British Prime Minister David Cameron announced in a speech to the

annual Munich Security Conference of world leaders that multiculturalism had

failed in his country: “Frankly, we need a lot less of the passive tolerance of recent

years and much more active, muscular liberalism.” What Cameron failed to rea-

lize is that the real issue goes beyond both the “passive tolerance” of benign neglect

and the “muscular liberalism” of confronting the illiberal other. Failure of assim-

ilation is failure of liberalism itself. It is the result of a parochial, noninclusive lib-

eral justice. In the real world of interdependence and injustice, the liberal project

should aim to go beyond the limitations of a narrowly construed liberalism to a

genuinely inclusive and pluralistic liberal theory of justice.

This is the real challenge of global ethics, whereby the imperatives of human

rights are not compromised in the name of culture or blindly followed while

ignoring whole cultures. The entire debate on culture and universal norms

needs to be reframed in practical-political terms, away from its usually contested

cultural and foundational juxtaposition of liberalism versus illiberalism, so that

substantive issues of human rights and real-world justice are addressed. The pro-

ject of global ethics is the pursuit of human justice.
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